[OCT Angiography of RPE Tears in Exudative AMD: Morpohological Analysis of the Choriocapillaris and the RPE].
Background Retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) tears are a typical complication of vascular pigment epithelium detachment in age-related macular degeneration (AMD). During proactive intense anti-VEGF therapy, stabilisation or improvement of function may occur. With the new method of OCT angiography (OCT-A), retinal vessels and flow density can be quantified. This pilot study investigates changes in the choriocapillars (CC) in areas with increasing FAF in OCT following an RPE-tear. Methods In six eyes with an RPE-tear, prospectively initially and every three months thereafter, multimodal imaging was performed, including fundus autofluorescence (FAF) (HRA2, Heidelberg Engineering, Heidelberg, Deutschland) and OCT-A (RTVue XR Avanti, SSDA-Modus, Angiovue, Optovue, Freemont, CA, USA). With interactive MATLAB-software (MATLAB, MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA), FAF and OCT were geometrically superimposed. With the help of the Fiji software (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA), areas with increasing FAF flow intensity in OCT-A with CC-segmentation were measured during an average follow-up period of 12 months. Results We measured a reduction in the RPE-free area - due to an increase in autofluorescence tissue - of an average of 2.94 mm2 (SD 2.1 mm2; 42.1% of initial RPE-free area) in the boundary area of RPE-tears. At the end of the different follow-ups, some patients exhibited lower flow density in areas of regenerated autofluorescence than the initial findings. On the other hand, in some follow-ups, the same or increased flow density was seen. Conclusion In this pilot study, OCT-A was tested to analyse the structure of CC in areas of regenerated FAF after RPE-tears. Using external image editing software, FAF and OCT-A were compared during the follow-up. Thus apparent initial regression of the CC in the area mentioned above could be observed. During the follow-up and development of autofluorescent SHT, CC also regenerates up to the level of the initial findings of CC.